
 
 

PERFORMANCE REVIEW GUIDE 
 
 
 
 
Yearly performance reviews are essential to the effectiveness of the church for a 
number of reasons: 
 

 The process keeps the church and the employee focused on achieving the 
overall purposes of the church 

 Employees are assured of a clear understanding about what is expected from 
them, and how they are expected to meet those goals 

 Performance reviews, if done properly, will contribute to the ongoing ministry 
development of the employee, enhancing the effectiveness of the church 

 Those in supervisory roles feel more ‘open’, confident and directed in their 
relationships with those they supervise 

 
Conversely the lack of a good process: 
 

 Can eventually result in decreased morale 

 Decreases the credibility of leadership to give guidance 

 Decreases the church’s overall effectiveness, in effect wasting the church’s 
time on addressing what is not being done properly 

 
The following are general guidelines for conducting an effective performance review 
process: 
 

1. Design a standard form for performance reviews.  The District Office 
has a form that you can use.  If you decide to use your own, it should 
include: 



 

 the name of the employee 

 date the review was completed, and the supervisor who prepared it 

 dates that specify the time period the review covers 

 the job description – specifically the employee’s key responsibilities and 
assigned goals 

 a rating system 

 space for written comments by the employee and reviewer for each 
aspect being reviewed 

 a section for overall comments or feedback 

 a section for action plans to address improvements 

 Lines for signatures of the employee and reviewer, to verify that the 
employee has seen the review.  

 
2.  Design a legally valid performance review process.  As an employer, 

Canadian law places certain requirements on any performance review 
process.  This includes: 

 

 The performance review must be job-related.   

 It must be based on a thorough analysis of the job, thus implying that 
there is a clear job description and expectations 

 Efforts to correct inadequate performance must be documented, to ensure 
that the employee is notified of any performance issues and is given a 
concrete, achievable plan of how to measure improvement on any noted 
areas of employment  

 A standardized process for all employees is required 

 Legally, as with any employer, the review process cannot be seen to be 
biased against race, color, sex or nationality.  It is permissible in a church 
that religious affiliation is an expectation for employment.  

 The review should be performed by people who have an adequate 
knowledge of the person or job. 

 A route for recourse must be built into the process if an employee feels 
the review process is unfair, or they have been dealt with unfairly.  For 
instance, there should be a process for appeal beyond the employee’s 
immediate supervisor.  This should be reflected in your personnel policy 
(Please refer to the 2004 Manual of The Christian & Missionary Alliance, 
Pg 54-56).   

 



3. Conduct reviews annually.  Included in every annual review process 
should be at least a 6-month check-in to assess for any mid-course 
corrections, or more frequently as required. 

 

 Context, conditions and opportunities can change throughout the year 
to influence the direction and viability of a ministry plan.  Use this mid-
point check in to make any appropriate changes to the plan. 

 
4. The reviewer and employee should each have a copy of the 

performance plan when the year begins.  However at the end of each 
annual process, only one form will become part of the official record 
and will have both employee and reviewers comments and signatures. 
 

 
5. Prior to the actual performance review, tell the employee that you are 

initiating a scheduled performance review.  Remind them of what is 
involved in the process.   

 
6. Schedule the review. 

 

 It is vital that there be a personal meeting to assess the results, which can 
lead to positive discussion and goal setting 

 
7. In preparation for the review: 

 

 Have the employee reflect on their performance goals from one year prior 
(including any mid-year course corrections) and write their responses onto the 
appraisal form before the review meeting 

 The reviewer should also record their own input into the reviewer’s portion of 
the form. 

o Your responses should always reference the job description and 
associated formal goals 

o Remember that as a reviewer before you commence the review, you 
should feel that you are adequately familiar with the job requirements 
and have sufficient contact with the employee to make valid judgments 

o Record major accomplishments, strengths and weaknesses 
o Suggest actions, training or development to improve performance and 

a realistic way to assess progress 
o Always address behaviours, not personality characteristics 



o Refer to both the goals from 1 year prior and any mid course 
corrections identified at the 6 month check-in 

 
 

8. Host the Review Meeting 
 

 Pray 

 Review the purpose of the meeting: 
o To exchange feedback 
o To come up with action plans for the next year 

 Work through each item on the performance review form. 
o Let the employee speak first, then you give your input 
o Discuss areas where you disagree.  Avoid defensiveness or being 

judgmental 
o Discuss behaviors, not personalities 
o Avoid terms like “always”, “never” etc.  These are “final” terms and 

are usually inflammatory 
o Acknowledge where the church can and should provide support to 

enable the employee to be successful 
o Come to terms on next steps and request a new plan for the next 

year 
o As a supervisor you are to ensure that the goals for improvement 

are realistic and are also resourced adequately by the church. 

 Add all appropriate comments on the form that you both agree to include.  
The employee has the right to attach any other written input to the form. 

 Sign the form and ask the employee to do the same.  It is important to 
ensure that the employee understands that by signing the review form it 
does not mean that he agrees with the evaluator’s review but that he does 
agree on the planned steps for follow up.  In so doing, there should be no 
reluctance from any party to discuss and review the performance results. 

 Schedule another meeting in 1-2 weeks where the employee presents 
their new plan for the year, on which the next performance review will be 
based.  As the employer, make whatever appropriate commitments that 
were agreed to or are required to make the employee successful. 

 
NOTE:  If the supervisor has been doing a good job of regular check-ins, then 
nothing should be a surprise once you conduct the annual review.  If performance 
issues are conveyed when they occur, then most issues will already have been 
addressed, or corrected, prior to the annual review. 



 
 

9. Follow Up 
 

 On any items needing follow up, ensure that there is a written record of 
any recorded matters that have not been addressed.  The employee must 
be given a time frame to measure their progress 

 Avoid giving guidance with vague targets like “be better organized”, as 
that may not provide adequate guidance for future behavior.  Instead, 
suggest “within 90 days, prepare an action plan for leadership meetings”, 
for example 

 If further action is needed, a formal letter should be provided with a clear 
indication of the behavior or performance in question and the 
consequences if a measurable result is not achieved.  However, it is vital 
that any final warning for serious misconduct or lack of performance 
should clearly identify if a threat of dismissal is possible, and be provided 
in writing 

 Consider speaking to the District Office for appropriate advice or referrals. 
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